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JOSHUA
1. Position the name at the right of the card stock. "Joshua" is in the correct position.
2. You can get four names to one sheet of 8 1/2"x 11" card stock.
3. I used the Copperplate Gothic Font.
4. I used 20 for the size of the letters.
5. Print out the names on Whisper White card stock.
6. Draw one pencil line 1/4" under the name all the way across the page.
7. Draw a second pencil line 3/8" to the right of the name that is parallel to the first
line.
8. Cut on both lines.
9. Now cut a little more off of the top edge so that the width measures 2 1/8".
10. Draw a little pencil line at 5 1/4" starting at the right end of the bookmark going
to the left.

11. Pull the white card stock into the 2 3/8" punch with the name being pulled in
first. Punch at the pencil mark.

12. Cut a 2 1/8" x 8 1/2" piece of Garden Green c/s.
13. Pull it into the 2 3/8" punch and punch.
14. Cut it down to 5 1/2" in length.

15. Trim off 1/8" from each side of the white bookmark so that it will layer onto the
Garden Green Bookmark. Lay the bookmark on the cutting track of the cutter and
cut from the point where the last scallop indents on both sides. The second picture
shows you what you have cut off.

16. Run the white bookmark through the Polka dot Embossing Folder.
17. Layer the two bookmarks. You are ready to decorate.

18. Punch out:
 Three Word Window Pieces: 1 Pacific Point, 1 Garden Green, 1 Daffodil
Delight.
 One small oval in Garden Green (this punch is retired)
 Four 1" Circles in Garden Green
 One 3/4" Circle in Garden Green
 One 1/2" Circle in Garden Green
 SPONGE EACH GREEN PIECE OF C/S WITH BLACK INK AROUND THE EDGES.
 Two of the largest circle on the Owl Builder Punch with Black card stock.
 Two of the medium circle on the Owl Builder with white card stock.






Two tiny black circles. I used a 1/8" circle punch.
I used the retired Naturally Serif Sizzlits Decorative Strip Die for the "A".
I used a Sharpee Marker to make the + sign beside the "A".
I used a Black Stampin' n Write Marker to draw in the mouth and the lines on
the books.
When you assemble the bookworm, consider putting on adding each piece
with a little Sticky Strip so that it will handle the wear and tear of being used.

